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Dedication
We would like to dedicate this book to the backbone of the U.S. economy,
namely the tens of thousands of business owners, managers, and
entrepreneurs that battle every day to make their companies succeed.
Remember that while the deck at times may seem stacked against you during
these trying economic times, your spirit cannot be deterred. Our simple
hope is that for those of you experiencing cash flow problems or just simply
looking to understand cash flows a little better, this book can help ease
your pain and offer additional insight on how to improve and manage your
business interests.
We also want to mention who this book is not dedicated to: the politicians
in Washington and across the U.S. and the banksters that have lost sight of
what it means to create, launch, build, and operate a business. Simply put,
these parties have spent too much time managing other people’s hard-earned
money and not enough time creating real value, wealth, and opportunity.
Think of the Grinch from the wonderful story by Dr. Seuss, How the Grinch
Stole Christmas. The Grinch attempted to “steal” Christmas by taking all of the
trees, presents, decorations, and whatever else was available from Whoville.
Yet Christmas still came, and it was then that the Grinch realized that
“Maybe, just maybe, Christmas meant a little bit more.” When the politicians
and banksters finally realize that maybe, just maybe, owning a business and
risking everything one has to pursue a dream means just a little bit more, the
unparalleled historical disconnect between the twin Ws (Washington and
Wall Street) and Main Street America will begin to evaporate, allowing for real
growth to resume.
From Tage Tracy: I would like to dedicate this book to my old man and
coauthor (or as I refer to him, TOP, or The Old Pro). About seven years
ago, my dad, in a manner reminiscent of Vito Corleone of The Godfather,
made me an offer I couldn’t refuse: Take over the family business or else.
(Thank goodness we didn’t own a horse, but I was concerned about our cat
from time to time). In this case, the family business involved carrying on
his remarkable and deeply insightful legacy of being able to translate even
the most complex and difficult accounting and financial concepts into easyto-comprehend layman’s terms. As for the “else,” well let’s just say that the
old man has threatened to ditch me from his will more than once (a running
joke in our family). I am forever grateful for the opportunity to write with and
learn from TOP.
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